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ABSTRACT
Immaculate Heart College, Los Angeles, California

developed a self-initiated and self-directed curriculum in the
Teacher Preparation Program. The curriculum was based on a spiral
planning model. Emphasis was placed on continuous evaluation,
exploration of the learning experience,- development of experimentalteacher training experiences in the public schools, practice of
various educational methodologies, stimulation of learning among
students and faCulty, and self-determination as the program's guidin
principle. The basic elements in the .accomplishment of these goals
were a) early and continuing observation and participation in
learning situations, in place of the usual student teaching period,
and b) reflection and dialogue on values, content, and methods
through student and faculty seminars. (Excerpts from the State Board
of Education accreditation team are included in the report along witha copy of the budget. The appendixes include .a journal article on the
Teacher Preparation program, a handbook from Immaculate Heart Collegeon the program, and a research/evaluation design for the program.)
(BR B)
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DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHER PREPARATION PROGRAM

uJ
For many years Immacul e ttear

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH.
EDUCATION & WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION

THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN REPRO
DUCED EXACTLY AS RECEIV ED FROM
THE PERSON OR ORGANIZATION 0RiG
INATING IT POINTS OF VIEW OFI CORIN-
IONS STATED DO NoT NECESSARILY
REPRESENT OFFICIAL OFFICE OF EDU-
CATION POSITION OR POLICY

College has been focusing its attention

the processes by which men learn and develop the abilities to direct their

on lives consciously. Education,. we believe, begins not with a body of

-wledge to be assimilated but with the diverse needs and the creative

potential of the individuals within the college community. Reflecting this

philosophy, the college has been progressively implementing programs--both

interdisciplinary and departmentalthat challenge the student to become an

active learner, responsible for his life-long growth.

Within this context, the Teacher Prepaation Program is not a radical

departure for the college other than that it is attempting to apply this

philosophy to professional training.

Since 1949 Immaculate Heart-College has afforded consistent and college-

wide support to the School of Education. The responsibility for preparing

teachers has never been considered the exclusive assignment of the professional

educator. Nevertheless, beyond a cordial understanding and appreciation of

goals, the opportunity for involvement of the various disciplines was less

than many of the faculty desired.

On occasion the question was raised as to whether or not a separate

School of Education such as ours might not tend to isolate to some degree the

program for teacher preparation from the mainstream of the college endeavor.

Two other concerns regarding our established program were mentioned

frequently: the time allotment for student teaching, and the traditional

dichotomy between elementary and secondary education.

Student teaching, instead of being concentrated on one or two semesters,



SUMMARY OF PROGRAM

The objective of our program is to provide a partial fulfillment teaching

credential for undergraduates emphasizing learning as a process; and stressing

the responsibility of each person to choose and create growth opportunities to

meet his own developing needs, interests, and goals by means of a program which

is uniquely his own, essentially self-initiated and self-directed.

The entire IHC environment nourishes the growth of the person. Therefore,

preparation for teaching is not limited to a fourth or fifth year of professional

emphasis, but incorporates all of the undergraduate experiences.

The college has no single prescription for the good teacher. Rather, we

believe that people can teach well in a variety of ways, and that they need to

discover those ways and,the age groups that they can best teach. Therefore, the

curriculum is not rigid, and there need not be an early choice between primary

and secondary teaching levels. We believe, however, that four elements are

specific to the goal of teacher preparation. They are early and continuing

observation and Earticipation in many and varied learning situations, in contrast

to the usual semester of student teaching at the end of a student's preparations;

and reflection and dialogue on values, content and methods encountered, through

a series of concurrent seminars in response to specific, developing needs of

students, to their own convictions about teaching and learning, and to the needs

of the Community.
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might well be supplanted by a four year experience in -the classroom.

Observation, participation and apprenticeship could take place from the

beginning and continue throughout the undergraduate years. Thus, supported

by student - faculty seminar appraisal and exchange of ideas, the student s

classroom experience will be less hurried and productive of far more depth

of understanding than is the typical, often traumatic student teaching assign-

ment.

The false dichotomy between the aims and objectives of elementary and

secondary education seems to be exaggerated by the early and exclusive choice

of either level as a field of student concentration. We wish all students

preparing for teaching could understand and truly appreciate the task at both

,levels. A final choice might be made quite late in the senior year. Or, full

preparation leading to both the elementary and secondary credential on a

partial fulfillment basis might be accomplished within the four-year under-

graduate period.

A great impetus to our study was afforded by a series of interdisciplinary.

seminars provided for by a grant from the Danforth Foundation. The faculty

involved in the first two seminars concerned itself with teacher preparation,

inclual_ng ways of learning. Indeed, our current teacher preparation program

is derived from this study.

Concern with the whole question of how learning-happens led the-faculty
.

participants in the first two Seminars to consider the question of how teachers

are prepared. And although IHC had contemplated discontinuing its School of

EduCation along with some.other graduate programs in anticipation of its

planned move to join The Claremont Colleges, the faculty expressed conviction



that teacher preparation should continue - albeit conceived in an exceedingly

different form.

The faculty of the two Danforth Seminars presented its findings to the

total faculty along with an invitation to participate in a weekend planning

confers .! scheduled for October, 1969. The conference participants - comprised

of students, faculty and administrators from INC, public and private school

teachers, principals and superintendents - brainstormed about goals for teacher

preparation. IIIC's conscious emphasis on interdisciplinary courses and its

concern that learning be a self-directed process seemed to the conference to be

resources especially fitting to a new approach for the training of teachers.

Following the conference a Steering Committee was formed of students,

administrators, the faculty of several departments and a representative from

the Los Angeles City Schools. The Committee began carrying out the conference

recommendations by evolving a new approach to teacher preparation. The difficult

task of evolving this new approach -by committee was aided by the immediate

utilization of organizational development techniques (see Appendix A for more

details). An outgrowth of the basic encounter experiment, organizational

development reflected acceptance by many faculty members of the goal inherent

in the Plan for Self-Directed Change, but with more focused "task- groups" as

a means toward that goal. With the assistance of resource personnel from TRW

Systems, which had pioneered the task group, and with funding.from -the Mary

Reynolds Babcock Foundation, THC is now using the organizational development

approach in teacher preparation, as well as with the School of Music, the

European Studies program and the New Department of Social Relations.

Our planning for the program is consistent with the organic curriculum
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model that we are proposing for the students, one of open-ended evolutionary

change. In effect, we grow our plan rather than follow a pre-designed linear

one Each phase or step in the planning process evolves out of prior

experiences. In this continuous planning process we are committed to maximum

participation on the part of all those affected by the program: IHC faculty,

students, and administrators, public and private school personnel, as well as

the larger community.

RATIONALE

NEED FOR CHANGE: ALIENATION

In the past five years rising dissatisfactin about education has been

expressed by students, educators, social critics and taxpayers alike.

University and school systems have responded with a myriad of experiments and

innovations including independent study, learning modules, field experiences,

travel abroad, team te 21.ing, computer-assisted instruction, tele-lectures,

sensitivity training, experiments with the admission of the previously

inadmissible, and more intensive orientation and guidance programs.

None of these and no combination of them, in and of themselves, is an

adequate responsr... to what we consider to lie at the heart of the current

unrest: the many facets of alienation that exist in our educational systcm.

The vocabulary commonly in use deacribes as well as fosters alienation.

One talks about "getting an education, as if it were some "thing" to be pur-

chased, rather than a way, a process whLeh grows out of a person, a process

which continuously leads him to new insights and new goals.

Another facet of the alienation in schools is reflected in the relation-



ship between teacher and student. This relationship is too often cha a terized

by the proverbial passing on of information from the notes of the teacher to

the notes of the student without passing through the minds of either. This

approach focuses on "the" material, thereby emphasizing the student's passivity,

and co-opting the teacher into -;Jalexibility. Education, however, involves

relationships between people, all of whom are learners. Education demands an

active cooperation and mutual trust, not an emphasis on static roles.

The institution called "school" has fostered alienation:

1) by narrowly defining its purpose in terms of intellectual goals

with relatively little interest in other dimensions of knowing

such as the aesthetic, the relational, and the affective.

other words, schools have not been concerned with the develop-

meat of the total person.

by focusing on intellectual values in alienating ways, allowing

little opportunity for self initiated and self-directed learning.

The student is alienated by the daily intellectual routine

because, more often than not, activities are scheduled and

programmed for him, outlined and determined by others without

reference to his world, his interests, his goals, his values. He

experiences little opportunity to create himself by his choices,

t 'become responsible for his life in any meaningful sense of the

term. He does not have an opportunity to experience himself as an

active force participating in the shape and,destiny of his life.
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GOALS

PROGRAM GOALS

1. Insure flexibility, change, continuous evaluation.

2. Provide for consistent reassessment of attitudes and assumptions about

education and for complete exploration of the learning process early in

college experience.

Include a wide range of experiences pt different leVels: economic,

cultural, grade level, non-academic areas, e.g. playground, nurse's

office, guidance lab, gym.

4. Work with public schools in developing experimental teacher training

experienc

5. Provide for study and practice of various educational methodologies.

6. View the pursuit of knowledge as a source c joy and a means of facil-

itating personal development and freedom.

7. Stimulate continuous learning on part of students and faculty.

8. Value self=determination as a guiding principle.

Total Undergraduate Experience

Because the college believes that preparing teachers in not the exclusive

assignment of professional educators, teacher education is essentially inter-

disciplinary with faculty from all departments contributing to the training

of teachers. Therefore, the preparation of a teacher at IHC is not limited

to a fourth or a fifth year of professional emphasis, but incorporates all

of the undergraduate experiences which a student has in actualizing his

potential.

Choice and Res. onsibilit

Believing strongly in the need- an education that is personally



engaging, we at Lmnaculate Heart College choose to view education as a

process by which each person continuously seeks the development of his full

human potential. In this process, we value the cognitive, aesthetic,

relational, mystical, affective and reverential aspects of knowing.

Moreover, we see the focus of responsibility clearly residing within

each person to choose and create growth opportunities to meet his own

developing needs, interests and goals by means of a program which is uniquely

his own, essentially self-initiated and self-directed. This educational

process continuously takes the student beyond where he is, giving him an

-active, responsible role in choosing direction. In effect, we have chosen

a spiral planning model which begins with the student's reflection on him-

self and his experence out of which he develops a short range goal, which

in turn leads to new experiences, reflections and new goals.

This choice necessitates the rejection of a linear planning model in

which long range objectives are posited for the student, and then a program,

or even several alternate programs, are devised by which the student can

reach the goal. We view the linear model as an inappropriate planning style

for a rapidly changing society. The world we live in is marked by confusion

and uncertainty. We can begin to cope with it by fostering flexibility,

tolerating ambiguity,_ and accepting uncertainty. The linear model does none

of these.

Our commitment to self-initiated and self- directed- earning places

primary responsibility for the development of goals, program, evaluative

criteria, and actual evaluation on the student. This commitment reflects

our belief that there is no single path to follow in becoming a teacher, nor,

indeed, is there any single model of an ideal teacher.

We respect the individual's right and need to choose directions consonant
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with his being. At the same time there arc ideas and experiences which we

consider to be crucial in the preparation of a teacher. Only when such ideas

and experiences are identified by the student in relationship to his own

development will they take on genuine significance.

DECISION-MAKING COUNSELLING

We have asserted our trust in the student. This trust is warranted only

when the individual can grow in awareness and autonomy. The College meets

its obligation to the student by providing the kind of counselling which

ensures that each student has an opportunity to examine alternatives in the

light of his personal values and strengths and to explore the consequences of

his decisions.

We recognize that this approach to counselling differs from that which

is traditionally associated with a linear curriculum based on predetermined

goals. In rejecting the linear curriculum model, we reject also the "counselling"

coincident with it. Our choice of an organic process for developing curriculum

can succeed only if counselling becomes a decision-making process which enables

each student in discovering, testing and adapting his boundaries, and in

establishing his own rhythm. Our counselling assumes that all decisions are

personal, denying the distinction between academic and personal. Our counselling

is no longer separate fron, but is, rather, integral to learning itself.

.Decisions can be explored individually, in a one to one dialogue or in

group sessions. In such a community of interaction, the members are provided

with the opportunity to act as consultants to each other and to share in and

learn from the experience of others. This counselling process begins with

reflection on ways individuals in the- program currently make decisions, and
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proceeds by focusing attention on:

a. gathering sufficient information to make an informed decision;

b. asking a range of questions appropriate to the decision;

c. considering personal motivation, strengths and weaknesses;

d. generating various alternatives;

weighing alternatives in the light of personal values;

f. exploring the consequences of these alternatives;

making decisions and assuming responsibility for them;

h. continuing evaluation of decisions.

OBSERVATION AND PARTICIPATION

The exercise of choice demand knowledge of alternatives, of the range

of possibilities. It is the responsibility of the College. to expand the range

f the possible for the student. Our distinctive contribution in this regard

is the requirement of the following:

a. Early and continuing observation of many and varied learning

situations, thus expanding the student's awareness of the range of

difference in teaching style.

b. Early and continuing practice in many and varied learning situations,

thereby expanding the student's awareness of his own capacities and

natural style.

c. Reflection and dialogue on values, content, and methods encountered,

through a series of concurrent seminars.

In addition to the required seminar experiences, the faculty will offer courses

and seminars in response to the specific needs of students g cwing out of

their observations, participation, reflection and dialogue. Faculty will

also develop specific courses in response to their own convictions about



teaching and learning. This organic process in developing curriculum

reflects our belief that ideas and experiences cannot be integrated by the

College .for the student; ultimately it is the student who must do the inte-

grating.

COOPERATION WITH COMMUNITY FOR TEACHER TRAINING

Essentially this program's effectivnass hinges on college-community

cooperation in publicand private elementary and secondary schools through-

out Southern California. In addition to the students' observation of, partic-

ipation in and reflection upon varied learning situations in the city schools,

representatives of the Los Angeles City Schools have participated with the

College throughout the program's evolution. At this writing meetings are

being set up with area superintendents from the Los Angeles Schools to explain

the program and survey their reactions to it. In effect we are-putting-our

college in the classrooms of the community schools.

ORG IC PLANNING PROCESS

The spiral model, applied to the individual and the institution, assumes

a process that both continuous and participative: continuous because its

phases of formulation, implementation, evaluation and modification succeed

and interact with each other without reaching a final limit; participative

because all those concerned contribute in appropriate roles.

The spiral or organic model, relying as it does on process rather than

program, is not only a means for achieving continuously changing and evolving

goals in education but suggests a way of living in a rapidly changing world.

Consistent with our basic philosophy, we have not pre-designed a com-

prehensive teacher preparation program, but rather, we rely on an institutional

planning process which enables each student to evolve his own program,
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continuously discovering and uncovering what it is he wants and needs to

experience in becoming the person and teacher he chooses to be. Our p ogram

is a process, the specifics of which are continuously self - generated.

NO SINCLE.-PRESCRIPTION-FOR THE.GOOD TEACHER

Mostjmportantly, the College-maintains neither a single prescription

for the 'good:teach "-nor a -single prescription for teaching the "good

teacher -Rather, the program emphasizeS learning as a self - responsible

process n-which each person chooses and creates opportunities to meet his

own developing needs, interests, and goals. Reflection and dialogue on values,

content and methods_encountered as well as on the individual's decision-making

process is to be handled hy a series of required concurrent seminars which

will provide the kind' of counselling congruent with the spiral planning process..

RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

Consistent with a self-initiated and self-directed program, the student

is expected tobe responsible for evaluating his own goals and assessing his

own-needs. In addition to maintaining a portfolio, the-student is assisted in

this self - evaluation by his teacher, college counselors, his own counselling

group, and by his self-selected Review Committee. (See Appendix B, pages .10-11

for more detail)._

Formal evaluation of the program is being conducted by an external

searcher whose responsibility it is to collect and interpret relevant infor-

oration in order to assist others in the.program.in the decision-making required

by the rganic planning process. An additional responsibility of the researcher

is to maintain a history and on-going documentation of the program as it

progresses. The researcher will also collect such empirical data as may be

utilised ultimately in a comparative analysis of the TPP with more traditional
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teacher education curricula. (See Appendix C for more detail).

A UNIQUE MODEL FOR TEACHER PREPARATION

The State Board -of Education accreditation team visited Immaculate

Heart College on- February 374, 1971. The following excerpts are taken from

the report written by this team and submitted to the_Califo nia State

Acoreditation Commission. We include these excerpts in support of the unique-

negs of our program and to indicate the potential impact of successful

completion -on other teacher education institutions.

Excerpts

A total campus commitment to the training of teachers is DO new venture

to Immaculate Heart College. Indeed, such committment on their campus ould

be a sufficiently startling and innovative feature in itself, particularly

when contrasted with the reluctant involvement in teacher education

frequently evidenced on other California campuses, both large and small.

However, Immaculate Heart College-has gone far beyond mere verbalization

of-college-wide support for teacher education. Through a series of-thoughtfully

planned and executed seminars, conferences, and experimental programs

partially funded by the Danforth Foundation, and through the participation of

students, faculty from several fields, administrators and supervisors on

elementary, high school, and college campuses, as well as representatives

from the community at large, Immaculate Heart College has developed a self-

initiated and directed Teacher Preparation Program based. on a spiral planning

model. Such a model begins, continues, and concludes with the student's

reflection on himself and his experiences from which he develops those goals
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and plans those activities which will help him to achieve his full human

potential.

* *

Immaculate Heart College, in the-breadth and depth of its commitment

to teaching, in the quality of and excitement-generated by its course work,

in the involvement of faculty and students Li-the learning process, and in

its continuing quest for an individaul, significant learning experience could

well serve as a model of educational relevance for colleges in this state.

* *

The proposed approach, rather than predesigning a comprehensive teacher

preparation program, relies on an institutional planning process which enables

each student to evolve his own program. This approach involves a complex

matrix of learning experiences which must, in the final analysis by synthesized

by the student himself.

* * * *

This self-initiated and self-directed curriculum of teacher preparation,

then, is no longer an isolated and fragmented adjunct to undergraduate education

but, rather, is an integrating principle through which all educational experiences

filter. The new program seeks to remove the dichotomy between elementary and

secondary education by enabling students to participate in and understand and

appreciate the task at both levels and to make an informed choice of applying

for one or both credentials upon completion of the student program.

Apparent throughout this r_=eport are major strengths as well as problems

which are indigenous to the College at the present time. These may be summarized

as follows:



Strengths

1) The innovative, open, candid, questioning spirit, the zeal for experi-

mentation, the thrust to be "special" and appeal to students who also are

"special", the accent on resourcefulness in place of resources, the high

morale of students.

2) The refreshing frankness to "cut the cloth" to fit a new, compressed,.

and compacted "pattern", i.e., to reduce the program and offering -librarian-

ship specialization, fifth-year certification, Master degree in Education,

standard supervision credential--to conform to what can realistically be done

with quality and uniqueness by a small, independent, liberal arts college.

3) The philosophy to provide for meaningful alternatives and options, a

tolerance for ambiguity and an environment where such are provided and

practiced by both students, faculty, and administration.

4) A new and brilliantly-conceived bachelor's degree curriculum which

includes within it an exciting, carefully rationalized all- college, under-

graduate four-year teacher preparation program.

The strengths of this program are found in its respect for diversity,

responsiveness to change, reconciliation of living and learning, recognition

of the interdependence of teadhers and students as learners, reconciliation

of freedom and responsibility, and in breaking barriers between individuals,

academic departments, and between the college and the surrounding community.

Also of note is the fact that the student, in collaboration with a responsive

program cif counselling, becomes the active architect of his own education.

PERSONNEL

Teacher education at_ IBC is seen as the joint responsibility of the

total college and the community public schools. All faculty-members contribute
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to the preparation of teachers through regular courses, special TPP-related

courses, special studies, individual-studies, advising and counselling. Thair

involvement is coordinated through release-time faculty from individual

departments.

The program was originally planned and is being continuously deveic ed

and evaluated by a Steering Committee comprised of students, faculty, admin-.

istrators and representatives from the public 'schools with the assistance

of outside consultants. Committee meetings and eligibility for membership is

open to anyone on campus.
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Steering Committee

:F;ether Ballard Student
Leoni Student

Rrin Black Student
Bonnie McWhinney TPP Staff
Kouji Nakata TPP Staff
Kathy Hook. TPP Staff
Pat Barlow TPP/Faculty
Judy Glass TPP/Faculty
Sr. M. Gerald. Shea Academic Dean
Sr. Maria Theresa Venegas Faculty

Consultants: Frederick F. uinlan, Vice-presideut for Administration; Dr.
James C. Stone, Professor of Education, University of Calif-
ornia at Berkeley, and Chairman, Accreditation Committee,
California State Board of Education; Samuel F. Marciese, Los
Angeles City Schools.

TPP Staff

Veronica F. McWhinney, Coordinator
Kouji Nakata, Associate Coordinator
Kathy Hook, Administrative Assistant
Agnes E. Flynn, Director of Teacher Placement
Jeannine Gagarin, Secretary
Betty McEvoy, Researcher
Patricia Barlow, Assistant Coordinator of Faculty'Liaison
Judy Glass; Faculty Liaison - Social Relations Department
Celeste Frey, Faculty Liaison - Biology (1/3 time)
Eloise Klein - Faculty Liaison - English (1/3 time)
Mike Ragbourn, Faculty Liaison - Mathematics (1/3 time)
Rita Schafer, Student Teaching Coordinator (1/3 time)

time)
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BUDGET FOR SEPT _BER_ 1971 TO AUGUST 1972

A. PERSONNEL

Full-time Faculty and Staff

Part-time Faculty

UNDERWRITTEN BY IHC

40,200

10,730

REQUESTED OF OTHER
FOUNDATIONS

10,800

3,600

Liaison Faculty (release fi 4,890

Field-Faculty 1,600

Researcher- 7,000

-B. OTHER

Memberships, Conferences, and Travel 2,000 750

Travel, Research Consultant 200

Learning Resources Lab 2,000

Liaison with Public Schools and
Community Resources 700

Video Tape Unit 1,200

Work Contract for Student Help 1,512

Supplies and Equipment Repair 2,150

New Equipment 150

Mailing and postage
. _1,352
$63,684 $27,150

Total: $90,834
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The Developtne) t

I. Situation
a) Immaculate Heart College (IHC)
is a small liberal arts college in Los
Angeles. The college drew national
attention as the home of the ,3rtist Sis-
ter Mary Corita. It was also the scene
of a widely.reported disagreement
between the Sisters of the Immac-
ulate Heart and Cardinal McIntyre
of Los Angeles over their desire to
enter upon an exploratory mode of
living which included freedom to
wear civilian dress. The order _

cently made the decision to with-
draw from official canonical status
as Sisters while continuing as a
community. The college was under-
going other changes, including a
planned move of the physical cam-
pus 40 miles east to Pomona to
join a small complex of high-
quality institutions known as the
Claremont Colleges.

This case concerns a change in
teacher education at IHC. Cali -
fornia state law with respect to
teacher credentials requires that the
teacher major in an academic disci-

a Teacher Ee ucation Program 51

COMMENTS

I
a) A change in conditions (moving
to Pomona) makes a decision
necessary (whether or not to give
up teacher educatio0.

We are indebted for the information for this case study to Dr. Veronica Flynn, the
Coordinator of Teacher Education (CTE) in the study. Dr. Flynn is a trained Third
Party; however, the comments are our own.



52 Four Case Studies

STEPS COMMENTS

dine i.e., not in educationfor
undergraduate study. Thirty hours
beyond the B.A. are required in
addition: IHC accordingly of-
fered a graduate program in teacher
education. Since the Claremont
Graduate School, serving all the col-
leges, now has such a progrim, IHC
decided to drop its own program
upon moving to Pomona.
b) Meanwhile, the college's Liberal
Arts Study Committee recom-
mended the liberalization of under-
graduate course requirements.
Within the context of major
and minor courses of study, each
student was to take substantial re-
sponsibility for his curriculum, se-
lecting courses of study appropriate
to his interests and goals. This
movement was successful at IHC
and is now in effect. The school
is truly in a ferment of change.
c) The liberalization of the curric-
ulum unlocked many closed doors.
Behind one such door lay the sub-
ject of teacher education, which
IHC had just decided to drop as a
postgraduate program. Now the
subject was looked at freshly. A
consequence was that the Dean of
the School of Education (DSE) and
the Coordinator of Teacher Educa-
tion (CTE) set a general goal, with

c) Freeing up the culture stimulates
innovation. (Note the similarity to
Case L)



The °eve !opine,

STEPS

the approval of the college pres
ident, to develop an undergraduate
program in teacher education which
students can follow as electives.
d)- This program has three primary
objectives;
To be.available to any studen.
electives in education.

O To give the individual student free,-
dote to form hiS own program,
lowing his own natural learning
process.
To be a campus-wide program,
"owned" by-all the departments.

a Teacher Education Program

COMMENTS

d) This change process is enor-
mously strengthened by the school's
consistency in carrying out its basic
beliefs. It is not saying one thing
and doing something else. There is
a widespread belief at Immaculate
Heart College that the process of
learning is highly variable among
individuals and individually de-
termined. The college sees learning
as a process in which the learner
takes a step, assesses his new situa-
tion, selects new steps, and so on.
Because the student is not always
able to make the assessment and
see new steps entirely on his own,
IHC emphasizes feedback, critique,
help, and counselingin short,
change by joint action. There is
also an emphasis on the unfolding
of new goals as opposed to their
predetermination, This approach is
ideally suited to exploration of un-
known territory. Here the IHC view
of learning is applied consistently
to practice teaching, to the educa-
tion of the teacher herself, to the
unfolding of the teacher education
program, and to the development
of campus-wide joint "ownership."
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STEPS

IL Assessment Activities (During
-i Font} period)

The DSE and CTE meet with other
faculty and students representing
all departments for a mutual explor-
ation of views on teacher education
in general and what might be desir-
able and feasible specifically at
IHC.

III. Broadening the Base School
term)

The CTE joins a group of seven
faculty members involved in an ex-
perimental interdisciplinary semi-
nar in Identity and Discovery
funded by the Danforth Founda-
tion.

COMMENTS

Joint ownership was selected over
School of Education ownership to
promote the integration of teacher
education with the rest of the col-
lege. [Joint ownership and cross-
fertilization are prescriptions for
bureaucratic isolation. For methods,
see the discussions of the Organiza-
tion Mirror (pages 101-105) and the
Intergroup Team-building Meeting
(pages 124-130).]

II

The main purpose of this process is
to assess the forces for and against
a given change objective (see Force

- Field Analysis, pages 106-108).
This assessment helps to shape the
objective so that it is practical and
attainable, It also helps to identify
and establish links with persons who
can act as positive forces for change
in short, those with interest,
energy, and time.

HI

a) Linking to ideas. Under terms
of the Danforth grant, which recog-
nized the program as "the seed of a
genuinely revolutionary approach
to the undergraduate curriculum,"
a group of faculty members are
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COMMENTS

given reduced course loads each
term to plan and conduct two inter-
disciplinary seminars, aimed at
seeking "the integration of know-
ledge by capitalizing on the special-
ization which is a hallmark of our
age." Departments receive gn.nt
funds for replacement of faculty
involved in the seminars and to test
new ideas stirred up in the campus-
wide reflection on education,

b) The CTE asks this group to join b) Linking with activists.
with her to explore the significance
of the Danforth seminars for teacher
education. They agee to work on
the problem during their regular
weekly meetings during the term.

c) One of the Danforth faculty, a c) Linking with the academic
member of the Economics Depart- departments.
ment, becomes so interested that
she volunteers to be cochairwoman
with the CTE of the new teacher
education-program.

d) The Academic Dean is invited to Linking with authority.
join the group and does so.

e) The group prepares a prelim-
inary proposal for the new teacher
education program and presents it
at a faculty meeting, along with a
general invitation to a weekend
planning conference.

e) The new program has now be-
come a true group effort, cutting
across academic disciplines.
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IV. Planning the Weekend Plan- IV
ning Conference (During a
5-week period)

a) The cochairwomen (the CTE and
the faculty member from the eco-
nomics department) carry out
meetings and related activities to
prepare for the conference.
b) Two Third Parties help in the h) Linking to experts in the processplanning. of change.

V. The Weekend Planning Con-
ference (Friday evening and
Saturday)

V

Friday Evening

a) Two speakers address an audi- a) The stimulus of netw idea
ence of several hundred people. respected sources.
The keynote speaker is nationally
known as a leader of change in the
field of education. The other speak-
er is local and respected in the
college. Both present fresh ideas
about education.
b) The audience is made up of stu- b) Linking with the internal anddents, faculty, and administrators external communities interested inof the college, plus public and pri- education.
vate school superintendents, teach-

-and principals from the area.

Saturday

c) Over a hundred volunteers from
the Friday evening audience meet.

c) Self.selection of those with
enough interest to contribute to
the next step.
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(This excludes all outsiders except
those with specific invitations.)
d) There is a general discussion fol-
lowed by discussions in small sub-
groups. The subgroups record on
large sheets of paper their views on
ideas and values that should be in-
corporated in the new teacher
education program. Spokesmen for
each subgroup report their results
to the larger group.

VI. Critique and Planning
Meetings (Two meetings, several
hours each)

a) The cocitairwomen meet to eval-
uate the conference, classify the
information obtained from it, con-
sider its implications, and plan the
next steps. In this process they
confer with the two Third Parties.
b) A report on the conference, in-
cluding the information as classi-
fied, is sent to all conferees, with
an invitation to maintain two-way
communication.

c) The coehairwornen decide that
they should now involve the cre-

liicu!iun Program

COMMENTS

d) Subgrouping is a way to get
more involvement by individuals,
and to work through ideas and
make them more specific. (See
Subgrouping, pages 162-165; and
Chart Pads, pages 157-159.) It

facilitates this process, helps in
reporting back to the larger group,
and becomes a record for sum-
marizing meeting results for the
next step.

VI

a) This is part of the unfolding pro-
cess of change. At each major step
there is a critique of past action and
a determination of the next. In this,
Third Parties, who are not involved
in the action, can be helpful.
b) We like to know the results of
our efforts, and to know we can
continue to influence the process.
Throughout this change, the con-
ferees, the faculty, the college com-
munity in general, and interested
outsiders are informed at each ma-
jor step. Knowing that something
is really happening awakens in-
terest.

c) Linking with external formal
authority.
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dentialing authority of the State
Board of Education in view of the
fact that they are proposing to com-
plete all teacher education in the
undergraduate school.

VII. Meetings of Planning Task
Group (Two meetings, several
hours each)
a) A planning group is made up of
46 volunteers from the conference,
including faculty, students, and ott-
side educators.

b) Drawing on ideas from the con-
ference, this group develops long-
and short-range goals for the new
program and general educational
objectives for students and faculty
in the program. The goals and ob-
jectives include both program goals,
such as working with the public
schools to develop experimental
learning environments, and attitude
goals, such as viewing learning as a
source of joy and a means of facili-
tating personal development and
freedom.

c) The group sets up a Steering
Committee of 10 members with
decision-making responsibility for

COMMENTS

VII

a) Here is another instance of self-
selection of those with enough in-
terest to spend more time. This
was a larger group than needed,
but the wide interest was wel-
comed and used to form the plan-
ning group. This is an example of
letting the structure evolve.
b) The goals are getting more spe-
cific and better understood.

c) A group of 46 is felt to be cum-
bersome as the planning gets more
specific. The group solves this
problem to its satisfaction.

x

To. 0 t
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working out detailed implementa-
tion of the program. This is done
by consensus. The Steering Com-
mittee includes the DSE, the co-
chairwomen, four students from
different departments, A faculty
member from the Foreign Language
Department, the Academic Dean,
and a Supervisor of the Los An-
geles City School District. The
Steering Committee is to report
progress to the Planning Task Group
and reunite with it on major issues.

VIII. Steering Committee Meet-
ings (Several, from a few hours
to a full day)
At these meetings, the Steering
Committee makes the following de-

cisions:
a) To offer a pilot, experimental
course called "Explorations in
Learning," to be open to all stu-
dents, from freshmen to seniors.
who want to explore the process of
learning, whether or not they have
decided to become teachers. The
course is to provide an opportunity
for students to observe their own
learning processes and those of stu-
dents in a variety of elementary and
secondary schools, with an eye
toward formulating their own goals.

t OMtvMENTS

VIII

a) The change begins to broaden
out to affect the concepts of learn-
ing in the total college community.
Note the consistency with which
the college's views on learning are
applied. See Comment 1(d) above.
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b) To continue to involve public
and private school teachers, super-
visors, and administrators in the
development of the program.

c) To communicate with other pub-
lics, e.g., parents and representa-
tives of the Taxpayers Assc:iation.

d) To invite the college faculty to
participate in the program in two
ways: (1) by giving teaching time
and (2) by planning and providing
courses specifically for learning in
their fields.

e) To follow an "action research
model"* in developing the program.

COMMENTS

b) The teachers, supervisors, and
administrators are aware of the
tough, day-to-day realities of oper-
ating educational institutions; their
support is needed; they too can
learn.

c) Help or hindrance can come
from many sources, and their learn-
ing needs to start now too. A lot of
people don't like to have faits ac-
corpus sprung on them.
d) The Steering Committee is reach-
ing out for total faculty involvement
and the use of the many resources
available in the different depart-
ments. Note that this also encour-
ages faculty members to criticize the
ideas and methods of learning in
their own specialties.
e) The "action research model is
implicit in the college's views on
learning as discussed in Comment
1(d) above. It is an unfolding pro-
cess of learning and change. In-
stead of trying to predetermine a
series of steps in detail, the partici-
pants evaluate each step before
deciding on and taking the next
step. Each step is seen as having
the potential for opening new hori-
zons, or revealing that the step

* See Newton Margulies and Anthony P. Raia, "Action ReL_ :h and the Consultative
Process," Business Perspectives, Fall 1968, pp. 26-30.
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f) To refer to the Planning Task
Group the question of counseling
for students erested in teaching.

IX. Situation as of Today
At this point, a year and a half after
the initial decision to drop teacher
education at Immaculate Heart, the
course "Exploration in Learning"
has been given and is in the process
of evaluation. It appears to be
highly successful. Many members
of the faculty have responded pos-
itively to the invitation for their in-
volvement. A number of depart-
ments are preparing courses
focusing on the process of learning
in their fields. The entire college
community is aware of what is
going on. Teacher education, once
to be abandoned, has become an
important and growing stimulus to
the entire college, reaching out be-
yond the bounds of teacher educa-
tion to the whole issue of learning.

a Teacher Education Pro ram 67

COMMENTS

selected was the wrong one. In
this case, for example, the students
and faculty involved in the course
"Exploration in Learning" will
evaluate that course before decid-
ing on the next step.
f) With the emphasis on self-deter-
mination by students, the character
of guidance to them is a major
issue.



This case illustrates four key points about change by O.D. methods.

L Linking

In the change process described, apr ropriate links are established to
those who have ideas or specialized knowledge, who can provide
a stimulus, who can provide a link to others, who can and will do
some of the work, who have authority or influence, who are affected
by the change, whose support is required, and who can provide
feedback.

"Appropriate" linkings are determined by the importance of in-
volving a given person or group at a particular point in the change.
For example, the linking process in this case followed a definite
pattern, as illustrated at the top of page 63.
Phase I is a period of increasingly wide involvement, fitting the
functions to be performed:

O Assessment of the Situation.
o "Preparing the soil" by the infusion and exchange of ideas.
o Locating and organizing "activists."

Phase II is a planning period, with decreasing involvement, appro-
priate to moving from a condition of general goals .and ideas to
specific plans and decisions.

62
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4 Los Angeles Educational Community
Immaculate Heart College Community

DSE and CTE
plus

College President
7 Faculty Members

Weekend Planning Conference
Planning Task Group
Steering Committee

Course: "Explorations
in Learning"

Request to faculty for special
courses and teaching time

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

Phase IV

Phase III is an action period, starting with a specific action (the
course "Explorations in Learning") and moving out to involve the
total college community.

Phase IV is a continuing action research period, now starting, in
which each action taken .is evaluated and new steps decided upon,
with no prescribed end state. Linking in this period will be primar-
ily with those who are interested in getting into the action, but keep-
ing the total community informed,. This strategy generally results
in a broadening of involvement.

Linking is something we all do to get what we want, In O.D. there
is a special effort to ensure that these links are Open and aboveboard,
not manipulative. They also receive systematic attention, which
helps to overcome the hazards of masterminding. 'We repeat that
extensive linking (as illustrated -here) is not appropriate to many
changes: Frequently a quick one-man decision makes sense.

II. The Unfolding Character of Change in.Organizations

This has been referred to above in comments on the prevalent views
at Immaculate Heart about the process of learning. These views are
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deliberately incorporated in Phase IV by the decision to use theaction research model. In a complex change, it is usually impossibleto define the specific end state with precision. In a broad sense,there are no end states, only way points in an evolutionary unfolding.Further, in a complex joint change, people must learn the way intheir own manner, from one point to the next. For example, in thecase of the retail store chain, the Third Party believed early in theprocess that it would probably be advantageous to reduce the em-phasis on policing and move toward mutual responsibility and helpat that stage. This idea made little sense to the staff. They did nothave the personal relationships with the store managers to supportit. Nor was the Third Party able to predict the specific arrangementthat was decided on. However, it is becoming possible to say moreand more about the qualities of the next generation of organizations.*
III. The -Non-Organization-1-

A common way to deal with a tired old organization is to replace itwith a new one. An alternative is illustrated in this case. It consistsof setting up an informal, flexible "organization," without perma-nent formal status, which works with the old organization. This"non-organization" is a changing arrangement of people workingtogether, as described under "Linking" above. It has a core, in thiscase the DSE and the cochairwomen. It may even make decisions,
as here, which are carried out by agreement. It taps into the formalorganization as required to take joint action. It. benefits from thepower to act in the formal organization without being hamstrungby its slowness. It is a way of moving more rapidly than the old
organization can, and at the same time helping the old organizationto change and grow. The concept has wide utility.

See particularly Robert R_ Blake and Jane Srygley Mouton, Building aDynamic Corporation Through Grid Organization Development, Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass., 1969; and Paul R. Lawrence and Jay W. Lorsch,Developing Organizations: Diagnosis and Action, Addison-Wesley, Reading,Mass., 1969.
1- We are indebted to Richard Bcckhard for this expression.
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1V. Not All Change by Joint t n is Dependent on Co, witation
in Small Groups

Historically, O.D. arose from experiments emphasizing candid com-
munication in small groups. This is still a major focus, and most of
the methods in Part Three emphasize this. Small group methods
have a lot of power to effect change, as the first two cases attest.
However, they are not appropriate to all change strategies. (It was
not until the latter part of Phase III that the CTE began to sense a
need to give more attention to relationships in the Steering Com-
mittee.) The point is that the small group methods should be used
in the perspective of an overall change strategy. Even so, they may
be helpful for specific problems, such as Case 2.
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WHAT IS THE TEACHER PREPARATION PROGRAM?

maculate Heart College proposes to help its participants
understand the open-ended, tentative nature of learning and to
acquire a habit of reflective thought out of which each can de-
velop his own strong sense of self to which he will be able to
relate all that he learns throughout life. It aims to urge each
to face up to the fact that he alone has final responsibility for
the progress of this self. If ambiguity and uncertainty are facts
of life, the program aims to see all authority within the context
of these facts. This is not to say that authority is not exercised.
The acceptance of autnority, however, becomes a conscious choice.

Learning is thought of as the continuing evolution of a
person. The College becomes the expediter of the process, a nour-
ishing environment to which each person contributes and from which
each takes according as he is able. This process enables each
student to evolve,his-Own program, continuously discovering and
uncovering what it is he wants and needs to experience in becoming
the person and teacher he chooses to be Our program is a process,
the specifics of which are continuously. self-generated.

Our program emphasizes learning as a process, and stresses
the responsibility of each person to choose and create growth
opportunities to meet his own developing needs, interests and goals
by means of a program which is uniquely his own, essentially self-
initiated and self-directed.

The College has no single prescription for the good teacher.
Rather, we believe that people can teach well in a variety of ways,
and that they need to discover for themselves those ways as well
as those age groups that they best can teach. Therefore, the
curriculum is not rigid, nor does it demand an early choice between
primary and secondary teaching levels-. Also, we believe that the
preparation of teachers should not be limited to a fourth or fifth
year of professional emphasis but should incorporate all of a
student's undergraduate experience. Consequently, the program is
essentially interdisciplinary with faculty from all departments
contributing to the preparation of teachers.

The program centers around:

Earl- arid' continuing observation of many and varied
learning situations, thus 'expanding your awareness o
the range yf'differences_in.teachingstyle;

Early and continuing participation in many and varied



learning situations, thereby-expanding you
of your own capacities and natural style;

Reflection and dia ogue'onvalues, content and methods
entonntrired, through a series of concurrent seminars.

WHAT. CIND OF CREDENTIAL DO I GET?

After you have been recommended by the Credential Recommendation
Board, you will be eligible for the elementary or secondary credential,
or possibly both, on a partial fulfillment basis. This is a fully-
recognized teaching credential which authorizes its holder to teach
at full salary for any school district within the State of California.

DO I GET THIS CREDENTIAL THROUGH IHC OR THROUGH THE STATE?

You qualify for this credential through our- teacher preparation
program which is accredited by the California State Department of
Education and the actual credential itself is granted by the State
Department. When you complete our teacher preparation program, you
will have met all of the professional education requirements-as
determined by the State Department of Education.

ONCE I- AAl_TEACHINtG WITH THE_PARTIAL=FULFILLMENT TEACHING CREDENTIAL,
-DO I HAVE TO DO ANYTHING FURTHER? -

Yes. At the time you make application for the partial
fulfillment teaching credential, youu..sign a statement to the effect
that you do intend to complete the remaining requirements for the
"clear" teaching credential. Remember, though, that you are teaching
at full salary and, also, that you have a total of seven years in
which to complete all of the requirements for the "clear" credential.
You must renew your partial fulfillment teaching-credential several
times during this period. It must be renewed (1) after two years
for two more years;. (2) after four years for two more years; and
(3) after six years for one final year.

DO-I HAVE THIS SEVEN YEAR PERIOD WHETELERI AM TEACHING IN AN ELEMENTARY
IOR A SECONDAIT,SCHOOL?

Yes.



HOW DO I OBTAIN THE "CLEAR" CREDENTIAL?

The State Department stipulates that you must complete thirty
postgraduate semester units for the "clear" credential including
certain specific, course requirements unless these specifics happen
to have been met on the undergraduate level. In that case, you must
still go ahead to get the thirty postgraduate units but you would be
that much freer with regard to what you could take. You could take
the remaining units in anything of your choosing once the specifics
have been satisfied.

COULD I TA1 THE THIRTY UNITS -IN A MASTER'S DEGREE FRO AI IF I HAD
ALREADY" FULFILLED THE SPECIFICS-ON-THR-UNDERGRATUATE-LEVEL,-OR,- IF
I PREFERRED, CO MO I TARE THE-THIRTY UNITS IN' SEVERAL DIFFERENT SUB-
7TECTS?

Yes. The choice would be yours.

WOULD I NEED TO ,BE ENROLLED IN A GRADUATE SCHOOL SO THAT THE UNITS
WOULD BE CONSIDERED GRADUATE?

No The-State:Department, in requiring that these units
be "postgraduate", is'referring' to all semester -units completed-
which are :on either the upper7division'origraduate leve4 and
which are compieted-rafter,-theThacealaUreate degree.

ARE THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ELEMENTARY PARTIAL FULFILLMENT TEACHING
=mina THE. SAME AS THOSE'FOR THE SECONDARY?

They are essentially the same. Both-credentials require
completion of the baccalaureate degree, and the equivalent of the
directed teaching. The secondary partial fulfillment_teaching
credential further requires six postgraduate semester units of
coursework lin any field, as well as verification by a public school
district of a secondary teaching position within that district.

HOW DO T THE VERIFICATION: OF A, TEACHING-FOSITION?

When you are interviewed for a teaching position, and decide
to accept a particular offer, you apply for the secondary partial
fulfillment teaching credential through the district office and they
routinely submit the required verification to the State Department
for you.



WOULD I,LOSE MY CRAVCES-OF GETTING-THE PARTIAL FULFILLMENT "TEACHING
-CREDENTIAL:IF:.I-AM:UNAELE TO FIND A TEACHING POSITION OR DECIDE' CIT

TEACH RIGHT

Once you are eligible_for this partial fulfillment teaching
credential, you retain this status.-

HOW. LONG WILL IT TARE ME TOQUALIFY FOR A PARTIAL FULFILLMENT TEACHING
CREDENTIAL?

A partial fulfillmentteaching-credential may: be earned
only- on the undergraduatejevel.J_ You willnot-be:able--to work
for a-partial fulfillment'teachingcredential onceyou have earned
your baccalaureate degree. Yon-must,- therefore,-be prepared-to
spend. the time - needed on the-undergraduate--level'to successfully
complete- the program.

Preparation for teaching requires a lot of time and-Work so-
we anticipate that this program will-take'yeu from three to four
yearS to complete. We advise you, to enter the program no -later
than your sophomore year.

WHAT IF I'M A WR-_ I WANT TO ENTER TEACHER PREPARATION
PROGRAM?

The teacher preparationprogram'et0hasiXesthe'idea- that
the prodess of beceming a teacher:should-encompass all of the
undergraduate yeatsi_

Therefore,.-it is-possible_ that your previous years_of
experience may qualify yon to enter-theHteacbet,prepatation program
as a junior. For assistance in determiningthispoSeihility you
should-arrange to see-the Program Coordinator who will evaluate -your'
past experience and advise_ you accordingly._



WHAT IS REQUIRED OF. ME I THE PROGRAM?

The Statdmont of Participation see page 9 }.sure rites_
the requirements for those who -wish to partieipate in the-program:

a.

b.

evolution of_your own program
observation, participation, reflection and dialogue;
particiPationin counseling groups;_
development -of a portfolio;

e. annual meeting- -with Review Committee;
application to Credential Recommendation Board for-
recommendation for the partial fulfillment teaching
credential.

The required Counseling groups are-designed to assist you
in learning to know yourself and_your-needs well enough to help you
choose your own preparation-for,teaching..

WHAT ARE THE COMPONENTS OF THE PROD]

COURSES: In accordance with the philopOphy;of the-teacher
preparation program whiCh-stressesthatthe-ientire college_experiendE_
hoOriahes_the,growth of the_personteacher), most,courses,-ari_offered
threugh'individual departments. Some 'fd4-egperiendesare not easily
sUbSUMed.in departments, and'maybe-found in -,the teacher preparation
pregraM listing.

Yourentireliberallarts;education contributeato,the_
earning of a credentialandln this sensayall_coutse6 ard:pertinent
to your growth as a teacher.: YOU_will find that all departments are
concerned with deyeloping-CoMpetance and spedial2teaching Skills.

'FIELD.EXPERIENCEIn-contrast to-the usual observation_ and
student teaching-ass ignment,_your--field experience,maybeginwith your
initial involvdmentewith the program_and will:continue-threughout your
undergraduate years. You will' have- opportunity of investigating
the pre-school,-elementarysecendary,_and:colloge levels.

_ There-are threestages:of field....expeience involvement --

for students in the teacherpreparation'prograM.'First,:there is the
level of observation. Enoompasked:WIXhinthis-stagethould be various
types and_levels of observation-: (e.g..elementarecendary).- -Second',
there .is. the level of observation some' ArtiCi-ation which must be'



carefully planned.- During this stage, the student may assist the
teacher to a certain extent. It is expected that, somewhere along
the way within these first two levels of involvement, the student will
discover a teacher with whom he wishes to work at the third level of
involvement -- intensive participation_ (student teaching). For this
third stage, in cooperation with the student, the Principal, and
Immaculate Heart College, the teacher would be asked to serve as the
master teacher. At this point, the length of time required for this
intensive participation will be mutually decided.

Arrangements for all of the above field experiences must
be made through the teacher preparation program offices of the College.

RESOURCES: _ Resources for the teacher preparation program--
eMbraLe those of the entire college, and_of the surrounding community.
Resources include specific courses, exploratory seminars, committee
assignments, influences of student on teacher, teacher on student,
and student on-student.

COUNSELING: Counseling proposes to help students develop
programs which are truly their own. Such conscious_ choice can be
based only upon the student's ability to see far enough into self
and future to descrfae individual needs and academic goals. The
counseling process attempts to help each student explore his own
needs, to define his own goals, and to discover all possible viable
alternatives before making decisions.

The organic nature of our program can succeed only if
counseling becomes a decision-making process which enables each
student to discover, test and adapt his boundaries, and to establish
his_own rhythm. Our counseling is not separate from, but is, rather,
integral to learning itself.

With this view of counseling,- the members are provided
with the opportunity to act as consultants to each other and to share
in and lei from the experience of others. This counseling process
begins with reflections on ways individuals in the program currently
make decisions, and proceeds by focusing attention on:

a. gathering sufficient information to make an
informed decision;

b. asking a range of questions
decision;

considering per onal motivation, strengths and
weaknesses;
generating various alternatives;
weighing alternatives in the light of personal
values;

appropriate to the



exploring the consequences of these alternatives;
making decisiOns and assuming responsibility for them;
continuing evaluation of decisions.

We see the counseling groups as the core of the teacher
preparation program. Hence, if you choose to participate in the
program, you will initially be required to tae ,a one-unit
counseling lab. These counseling groups will provide you with the
opportunity for:-

a. finding out what the teacher preparation program is;
b. influencing the development of the program;
c. struggling with your own growth as a person;
d. exploring alternatives and making decisions;
e. sharing learning with u'rhers.

PLACEMENT:- when you have qualified for a teaching credential,
the placement office_will assist, you in finding:emplOyMent openings.
The office will Send your references-to-the districtatClwhiCh--

, _
you are applying fora position-.

HOW DOES' ONGOING EVALUATION OCCUR 10.T11E PROGRAM?_-_

You are designing your own program. It ought to be in response
to your own needs. You are responsible for evaluating yourself-
with assistance from teachers', college counselors, your own counseling
group, And from your _Review Committee (see =page

_ 11) who will meet
with you during the Course of your,deVelopment, and who will directly
aid you in your self-evalUation.

Your portfolio -will also be -a valuab'a tool in the process ,of
evaluation (see page 10).

The Credential Recommendation Boar is the only external body
with -a final decision on your application for a partial fulfillment
teaching credential Ca page 1
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TEACHER PREPARATION PRO RAM

STATEMNT OF PARTICIPATION

I have read the Handbook and the Description of the Teacher
Preparation Program. I understand and accept the responsibility
to actively prepare myself for teaching, in particular the respon-
sibility for the following:

NAME:

The evolution of my own program, in
response to my own needs and choices.
(Description, 'pages 4 and 5)

B. Early aqd continuing observation and
participation in Many and varied learn-
ing situations, and reflection and
dialogue on values, Content and methods

- encountered-in these experiences through
a serieS'ofconcurrint seminars. (be-

-.

scription, page 7)

Participation in counseling groups.
(Descr. iptioni :pages and 9)

.

D The development of a portfolio. (Hand-
book,page 10)

Your name belowcotmunicates your

PERMANENT ADDRESS:
(City and Zip)

LOCAL ADDRESS:
(City and Zip)

'tment to this program.

DATE:

PHONE:
(Permanent

PHONE:
(Local)

MAJOR (If declared): MINOR (If declared

YEAR/TERM OF GRADUATION:_,

Please return this page to the teacher preparation program
office (L 201) , or mail it to:

Teacher Preparation- Program
ImmacUlate *art -College

_ 2021 Jqorth, Western Avenue
Los Anieles7,1, Cal ifOrnta 90027--

You may, withdraw _from, the -,Progra.m: at : any time-by informing
your Review CoMenittee and the teacher.preParation, biorara office



DEVELOPMENT OF THE PORTFOLIO

WHAT -IS IT?

10.

This is -an official portfolio recording the personal growth
experiences most influential in your development., It is your record
of activities, reflections, and progress in a self-initiated and
self-directed preparation for teaching.

WHY IS IT?

The ptimary purpose:Of thisportfolio is to enable you to
share your experiences,- reflections- and goals withyourReviewCom-
mfttee_and the Credential RecoMmendation ward. in, to tupport
your request for a_credential,_Adequate documentation,--therefore,

-

is critical to,your success.'Secondly,Aeeping the portfolio is
intended to-Aid you in understanding'your- learning experiences.

WHO KEEPS THE PORTFOLIO?

All those working toward a credential: as well as-those who
are still uncertain.

HOW IS THE PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTED?

The portfolio will be-filed in the teacher preparation pro-
gram office. Decisions about what_goes into your portfolio will be
made by you.- Entries maybe made at any time during the year.

Suggestions:

Write one -page, carefully thought out reflections
on the major experiences in'your development. The
brevity of these statements is,in'the interest of
the Review,Committee and'CredentialRecommendation
Board. you may wish to,doCument:your development,
in other ways- (films,:photographd, artwork, etc
We encourage the use of any;-other-forms of expression,
but only in addition to the 'written reflections.

Request any faculty members to review your written
reflectiona'with yoU in order, to Assist you in
deepening thOse reflections.

Request evaluations from'faculty or,supery
'field personnel'.



J4HENDOYOU PRESENT YOUR PORTFOLIO TO TM- CREDENTIAL RECOMMENDATION
BOARD?,

When, in consultation with your Review Committee, you judge
yourself ready for a credential recommendation, it is your respon-
sibility to organize the evidence in your portfolio to support your
candidacy and present it- to the Credential Recommendation Board.

REVIEW COMMITTEE-
_

You are to choose three people for your Review Committee,
including one faculty member, one student and one steering committee
member. The Review Committee will aid you in meeting the requirements
of the program by discussing your development with you, asking pertin-
ent questions and attempting to give you an objective evaluation. It
is your responsibility to meet with your Review Committee duringthe
last two months of each school year. The Review Committee will write
a summary of its recommendation and evaluation and submit it to you.
You may choose to add this to your portfolio as further support of
your request , for a credential.

D. 'CREDENTIAL REC0141ENDATION BOARD

The Credential Recammendation,Board makes the final decision
as to whether or not you are recommended for a credential on the basis
of your self-chosen program. = It is the official recommending board of
Immaculate Heart_ College. This board, whose member6 are chosen by the
steering committee, will be the same -for all students. _



TEACHER PREPARATION PROGRAM STEERING COMMITTEE ANL STAFF

STEERING COMMITTEE

Bill khlhauser, Student

Esther Ballard, Student, Recorder

Fat Barlow, Assistant Coordinator

Judy Glass_ Assistant Coordinator

Kathy Hook, -Administrative-Assistan

Debbie Leoni, Student

Veronica (Flynn) McWhinney, Coordinator

Samuel F. Marchese Instructional Adviser, Los Angeles
City Schools

Kouji Nakata, Associate Coordinator

Sister IL Gerald Shea, I.H.M Academic Dean

Sister Maria Theresa Venegas, I.H.M.,_ Instructor in Spanish

Consultant: Frederick F. Quinlan, Vice President for Administration

STAFF

Esther Ballard, Student,- Recorder L, 201

Pat Barlow, Assistant Coordinator L 200

Esther Baum, Research Librarian Library Tower

Agnes E. Flynn, ,- Director of Teacher -Placement -L

Judy Glass,- Assistant Coordinator

Kathy Hook, = Administrative Assistant

Betty MdEvoy,, Researcher

Social Relations Dept.

-L 201_

L _206

,Veronica.(Flynn)-MeWhinneY,-Coordinator 1-200

Kouji Nakata, Associate COordinator- 3, 206
=

Secretary_

-please-coniult;IHCiFall,-:1971'telephohedireCtery

board, for phone extensions for any of the above.



-



APPENDIX C



RESEARCH DESIGN FOR TEACHER PREPARATION PROGRAM

IMMACULATE HEART COLLEGE

OCTOBER 15, 1971

The.puraose_of the. Research

The purpose of conducting research and evaluation ofthe Teacher

Preparation Program is two-fold. The first, in.order of priority, is to

collect information about what is happening in the program and-to interpret

And utilize that information in the decision-making process by which the

program evolves And .cha..:16__ We-think of this as "action reseirch","on-.

going evaluation", or "process feedback" The second purpose, is to document

and disseminate this information to-others who might find it useful in

evolving their own programs
: for the preparation of teachers. Here we are

talking of more "empirical" or "comparative" research. In both cases the r
methodology,- pa- icularly the oral history documentation is-over-lapping;

it is the utilization-of the date which. distinguishes one phase from the

other.

The Conceptualization of the Research

We see our inquiry being approached front three separate, though related,

perspectives.

1. The Program; The program is defined here as the organizer, communicator

and facilitator of the process of teacher preparation at IHC which affects and

is affected by all its composite elements. The major structure through which

we will observe this process will be the organic or spiral planning model

discussed in Section I. Organizational Development theory* as a whole will

*See Appendix A for chapter about the initial program planning in
Managing with People: A er's:Handbookdbook of Organization Development
Methods, Jack Fordyce and Ray Weil, Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1971.
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also be examined in our investigation.

2, The Students: We are interested in looking at the students as

individuals engaging in the program process through the media of counselling

groups, courses, conferences, school experiences, etc. Our theoretical

backdrop here will be the previous studies of what Feldman and Newcomb**

call the "impact" of college on students--i.e., themes of individual change

or development within certain "conditions" or because of certain experiences.

3. The Institution: By "institution" we mean the college as a whole--

its faculty,,administration, curriculum, etc. We will be looking at both the

college environment as an educational climate as well as how individual

faculty and administrative personnel become involved in the process of the

TPP. In interpreting our findings we will be relying on the literature of

college characteristics and previous studies of faculty.

Seeific Research luestions and Strate ies

Because the research is currently only funded for one year, the length

of the study is still indeterminate. We hope and expect, however, to extend

the evaluation of the program through the five-year accreditation period so

that we may longitudinally examine the following questions. Additional

funding will be particularly important if we wish to follow a 'complete"

group through their senior year and others into the "field", if possible.

Moreover, because the TPP has been designed to be flexible, open-ended

and unstructured, we intend that the research also be subject to some

modification as the program progresses in order to accomodate' its emerging

goals:and needs.

**Feldman, Kenneth A. and Newcomb, Theodore M. The Impact of Colle ge on
Students. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, Inc., 1969.
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What follows are the core issues and strategies which we have arrived

at after much discussion and which seem important to us now.

I. Evaluation of the Evolution of the Program (the process)

Questions that need to be examined:

1. (a, What are the goals and value positions of the program? Do they

change?

(b) How are the goals and value positions of the program implemented?

2. (a) How does the program organize itself?

(b) What modes of communication and decision-making are developed?

How are they effective?

(c) How do staff roles evolve? How are they acted out?

(d) How does the role of the Steering Committee evolve?

What media are developed through which the students and he institution

engage in the program process?

4. Are unique criteria for teacher competence and methods of evaluation

arrived at, given the individualized basis of the program?

5. Finally to what extent does this evaluation procedure affect the

evolution of the program? Are unique methods of research arrived at?

Research strategies:

Group process observation /participation by researcher.

2. Oral history dOcumentation; interviews.

3. Looking at themes that emerge, interpreting them and feeding back to

Steering Committee and program -- staff.

4. Instruments

--Administer OPI to TIP staff -- Fall, 1971

--Questionnaire to cooperating public school personnel dealing with
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- Occasional =ten surveys.

II. Evaluation of Students and Student Ex eriences

Questions that need to be examined:

1. Who are they? (Individual and common characteristics)

(b) How do they compare with other students interested in becoming

teachers and with other college students in general?

(a) What is influencing them to.explore the TPP?

(b) What are their perceptions of the TPP? Do they differ?

In what ways are they involving themselves in the program process?

What kind of experiences do they bring to the TPP?

(b) What kinds of experiences are they generating?

(c) What experiences seem to set off their decision-making process?

(d) How are they evaluating their experiences?
1

) How are they changing as a result of their experiences?

What kind of teachers are they becoming? What kind of learners?

Research strategies:

1. Administer questionnaire early in Fall, 1971 to establish base-line

data on students re:

--Demographic informationpersonal information, family information,

secondary school information.

--Orientation to teaching and- the TPP inparticular.

2. Documenting change or growth:

-Instruments.

Personality cons tucts--dminister OPI at the beginning and end of

the programs

-Attitudes toward teaching and learning -- items frem initial questionnaire.

--Analysis of student portfoli (by permission
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--Interview sample at end of each year in TPP.

Observations/Participations in counselling groups.

4. Draw comparisons where relevant from existing data on college

student populations using data from the CSQ and OPI.

5. Follow-up on those who do not persist in the program as well as

those who do.

III. Evaluation of Impact on Institution:

estions that need to be examined:

What is the context of the evolution of the TPP? What of IHC's

history relates to the development of the TPP at this time?

2. What is the effect of the program on the college as a whole?

What is the college's effect on the program?

How is the college making known the range of alternatives and

possibilities for the students? How are students generating

alternatives?

) Who are the faculty and administration (individual and common

characteristics)?

How are they changing as a result of the TPP?

(c) What are their various perspectives on the program? Do they

differ?

(d) In what ways are they becoming involved in the program?

Research strategies:

1. Interviewing faculty and administration'.

Periodic conferences of all those involved in the TPP.

On-site observations.

Documenting the number of coursesi seminars, observations,
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participations, apprenticeships, amount of time advising, etc.

Who is initiating them, how much time is spent on each relative

to the others, etc.

5. Instruments:

--Administer CUES to TPP students - Spring, 1972

-- Administer OPI to faculty - Fall, 1971

--Administer philosophical orientation (from CSQ) to faculty -

Fall, 1971.

--Questionnaire or.survey to faculty - Spring, 1972.

Research Timetable

Fall, 1971:

1. Administer questionnaire - demographic information and orientation

to teaching.

2. Administer OPT to TPP students and staff and MC faculty.

1. Administer philosophical orientation item from CSQ to faculty.

4. Initial interviews.

5. Apply for grant renewal.

Meantime:

1. Continde with group process-observation, interview, etc.

2. Feedback to program..

Collect comparative data.

4- Modify research proposal as necessary.

Spring, 1972:

i.- Administer short -form of CUES to TFP students.

2. Administer questionnaire to participating public school personnel.

Administer questionnaire to IHC -faculty..
.

Interview -sample of students.

Write -first -Yeer report.




